Abstract -This paper describes an efficient decoding method for a recent construction of good linear codes as well as an extension to the construction. Furthermore, asymptotic properties and list decoding of the codes are discussed. Then the following set is a Xing-Ling code:
I. XING-LING CODES
In [l] Xing and Ling describes a new construction of a class of linear codes (here referred to as Xing-Ling codes) which resulted in several improvements to Brouwer's Then the following set is a Xing-Ling code:
The main parameters of Xing-Ling codes are summarized in the following theorem: 
Let

ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
Let an infinite sequence of Xing-Ling codes be constructed for alphabet sizes tending to infinity such that for each alphabet size, q, we have n A = 0 and ng = n = (q' -q ) / 2 and such that the information rate ( k / n ) tends to a constant, K .
For q + 03 it is then shown that the designed minimum distance, d * , satisfies d * / n 4 1 -f i and that a fraction of errors, t / n -+ T, can be efficiently list decoded whenever 4 -4 6 .
